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Visual Impact 
Part of Correspondence between 

Richard Moorman and Eddie Mitchell in May 2012 

• Eddie, here are my edits based on our currently published program from the Engineers Ireland presentation and 
the February 1 press releases (your recollection is close to actual, as sometimes things are lost in translation): 

•   
• 1. 80,000 acres total (40,000 in each country) (Also, meaning 80,000 developed out of a 100,000 acre region - so 

20% set aside as undrillable due to special areas of conservation, etc) 
2. Max 120 pads (60 pads on each side) if we stay with 1 km horizontal laterals. We expect to move this to longer 
laterals (perhaps 2 km someday), meaning fewer pads per given area (or larger area, if geology allows - project 
could be up to 3 times bigger (280,000 acres possible), but only if geology cooperates (we won't know that until 
extensive drilling takes place over the next five years) 

• 3. Initial pad size 7 acres at first drilling for 24 wells. We are working to make this smaller (with GPS on drill bit) 
• 4. Final pad size 4 acres after removal of tanks and water pond. We are working to make this smaller (with GPS on 

drill bit) 
• 5. 24 wells per pad (2 layers of Bundoran shale drilling plus 1 layer of Dowra Sandstone drilling) 
• 6. 1 lateral per well (so 24 laterals per pad) 
• 7. Still have 80 acre spacing in each layer = so 8 wells per 640 acres (= 1 square mile), therefore each well 200 m 

apart if looking down from space, but 3 layers (2 Bundoran + 1 Dowra) 
• 8. 6 stages (500 feet per stage) = 3,000' (approx 1 km lateral) 
• 9. 640 acres developed per pad 
• 10. Expected case: total wells approximately 120 pads x 24 wells = 2,880 (except where future 3D seismic shows 

fault risks) 
• 11. Highest case: could someday be up to 3 times as much (call it 9,000, except for faulted areas), but has to be 

justified by shallower drilling. All initial drilling will take place below 750 m to 1,500 m. If (and only if) shown to be 
safe to move upwards without any risk to groundwater or faults, will drill shallower at 500m or deeper. Will most 
likely take 5 to 10 years to gather enough data to reach confidence in that decision. 
 



The red area (100,000 acres)  has been selected to 
begin the first 3000 wells 
The Blue area (280,000 acres) represents the  
possible future development of  
the basin.  The Location of the  
future area is based on  
my own research and has  
Not been confirmed by  
Tamboran. Richard  
Moorman has  
only confirmed  
the  280,000 acreage as  
Expressed in his  
correspondence  
Included above  
with me 



1. 80,000 acres total (40,000 in each 
country) (Also, meaning 80,000 developed 
out of a 100,000 acre region - so 20% set 
aside as undrillable due to special areas of 
conservation, etc) 
2. Max 120 pads (60 pads on each side) if 
we stay with 1 km horizontal laterals. We 
expect to move this to longer laterals 
(perhaps 2 km someday), meaning fewer 
pads per given area (or larger area 



, if geology allows - project could be 
up to 3 times bigger (280,000 acres 
possible), but only if geology 
cooperates (we won't know that until 
extensive drilling takes place over the 
next five years) 

11. Highest case: could someday be 
up to 3 times as much (call it 9,000, 
except for faulted areas), but has to 
be justified by shallower drilling. All 
initial drilling will take place below 
750 m to 1,500 m. If (and only 
if) shown to be safe to move 
upwards without any risk to 
groundwater or faults, will drill 
shallower at 500m or deeper. Will 
most likely take 5 to 10 years to 
gather enough data to reach 
confidence in that decision. 



3. Initial pad size 7 acres at first drilling for 24 
wells. We are working to make this smaller (with 
GPS on drill bit) 
4. Final pad size 4 acres after removal of tanks 
and water pond. We are working to make this 
smaller (with GPS 

 on drill bit) 

7. Still have 80 acre spacing in each 
layer = so 8 wells per 640 acres (= 1 
square mile), therefore each well 200 
m apart if looking down from space, 
but 3 layers (2 Bundoran + 1 Dowra) 
8. 6 stages (500 feet per stage) = 
3,000' (approx 1 km lateral) 
9. 640 acres developed per pad 



Resource Play Hub – Horn River Style 

14-Well Pad Site With Concurrent Operations 



Tamboran’s Presentation to Leitrim Co. Co. 

• Example of a single-well pad 

during production phase from 

Cuadrilla Resources, currently 

operating in the Blackpool area 

of the UK 

Source, 

 

  



16 wells on a completed pad. (24 well proposed here) 

 

7. Still have 80 acre spacing in each layer = so 8 wells per 640 acres (= 1 square mile), 
therefore each well 200 m apart if looking down from space, but 3 layers (2 Bundoran + 1 
Dowra) 
 
8. 6 stages (500 feet per stage) = 3,000' (approx 1 km lateral) 
9. 640 acres developed per pad 



7. Still have 80 acre spacing in each layer = so 8 wells per 640 acres (= 1 square mile), therefore each 
well 200 m apart if looking down from space, but 3 layers (2 Bundoran + 1 Dowra) 
5. 24 wells per pad (2 layers of Bundoran shale drilling plus 1 layer of Dowra Sandstone drilling) 
6. 1 lateral per well (so 24 laterals per pad) 

 

Wellpad spacing 



11. Highest case: could someday be up to 3 times as much (call it 9,000, except for 
faulted areas), but has to be justified by shallower drilling. All initial drilling will take place 
below 750 m to 1,500 m. If (and only if) shown to be safe to move upwards without any 
risk to groundwater or faults, will drill shallower at 500m or deeper. Will most likely take 
5 to 10 years to gather enough data to reach confidence in that decision. 



Encana’s Multi-Well Pads 

I have included this image to show the difference in depth between the target area in the 
north West of Ireland shales in other areas 



Irish EPA Preliminary Review  
Hydraulic Fracturing or ‘Fracking’: A Short Summary of Current 

Knowledge and Potential Environmental Impacts 
 



                   



Lough Allen Basin is a Shallow Shale 



Access to Land 
 



 
Petroleum and Other Minerals 

Development Act, 1960 
  

 Exploration licences: 

 

 (5) (a) An exploration licence shall not confer 
on the licensee any right to enter on land. 



Licensing terms 

• LEASE UNDERTAKING 
• 24. Grant of Lease Undertaking 
• If the licensee discovers petroleum and if it appears to the licensee that such 

discovery may be commercial, the licensee shall so notify the Minister within a 
period ending no later than six months after completion of drilling operations on 
the exploration well which made the discovery. In the event that the licensee is 
unable to subsequently confirm as commercial the discovery so notified but is of 
the opinion that it may become commercial and the Minister concurs with the 
opinion of the licensee, the Minister, on application by the 
licensee, which application shall be made no later than three months before 

the expiry of the Exploration Licence or Licensing Option, shall enter into 
an undertaking with the licensee to grant a 
Petroleum Lease in relation to that part of the 
licensed area which contains the discovery. 
 



Petroleum and Other Minerals 
Development Act, 1960 

Rights of entry on and user of land by lessee 
under petroleum lease or by Minister 
exercising powers under section 14. 

15.—(1) The lessee under a petroleum lease 
may enter on the land specified in the lease 
and use such land in such manner as may be 
reasonably necessary for the working of 
petroleum or for any purpose incidental 
thereto. 




